Telematics by

Measure it
so you can
manage it
Deliver better fleet management
to meet the demands of your
organisation with Telematics
by Smartfleet.
Telematics by Smartfleet captures and transmits real-time
vehicle data. This accurate and transparent information
enables you to optimise your fleet and deliver significant
efficiency gains.
Along with being a low-cost, easy-to-use solution,
Telematics by Smartfleet provides:
•

Enhanced driver safety and convenience

•

Easy integration with your fleet operations

•

98% network coverage, delivered via the Telstra
network.

For more information:

Enhance employee
and vehicle safety
Real-time engine detection warnings and
vehicle diagnostics, minimise the risk of
unsafe and inconvenient breakdowns.
Vehicle location, lone worker protection
and driver behaviour monitoring enhance
driver safety and support a culture of safer
work practices.

Reduce your fleet costs
Full visibility of overall fleet performance,
individual vehicles and driver behaviour,
makes it easier to identify substantial
cost savings in unnecessary fleet asset
expenditure, fuel, fringe benefits tax (FBT),
theft and vehicle damage, and traffic
infringements.

Increase productivity
and simplify reporting
Keyless access and paperless, centralised
booking for pool vehicles streamlines
vehicle-sharing, while the optional
ATO-approved e-logbook solution simplifies
tracking for business and private trips.

Talk to your account manager about reducing the cost of your vehicles, or contact
the Smartfleet team on 1300 218 841 or info@smartfleetaustralia.com.au

smartfleetaustralia.com.au

Smarter fleet management
is built into Telematics by
Smartfleet, with best-of-breed
features that enable you to
run a more productive,
efficient and safe team of
vehicles and drivers.

Smartfleet Telematics features
Safety
Driver behaviour alerts
Monitor and manage driving patterns to improve safety and efficiency, such as hard braking,
speeding, vehicle roll
Lone worker protection module
Enhance driver safety with in-car duress button and vehicle and driver location
Low battery and power disconnect alerts
Minimise breakdown risks and response time




Optional



Utilisation
Route history playback
View where your vehicles have been to assist with productivity planning



Landmarks and geo-fence
Define geographical boundaries to ensure efficient use of fuel and driver time



Vehicle tracking
Locate in the event of non-response or stolen vehicles



Route frequency
Plan routes and the areas in which drivers work and visit more efficiently



Reporting & Compliance
Notifications
Immediate notifications when alerts are triggered



Fully customisable, self-service reporting
Set-and-save reporting on a wide range of criteria - including real-time and historical, by fleet or
per vehicle, and by business segment - and readily access data in easy-to-read report format



Vehicle utilisation
Track which vehicles are currently in use, and identify over- or under-utilised assets



Electronic logbook with in-car display
Supports ATO-approved e-logbook solution for trip purpose



Optional

Technology
Telstra NextG coverage
Fast, reliable network coverage to 98% of the population



Telematics device
Hardwired to capture reliable data, including vehicle performance, and a plug-in option which
enables installation use across multiple vehicles.



Remote firmware update
Update remotely and without the need for specialist support



Contact the Smartfleet team on 1300 218 841 or info@smartfleetaustralia.com.au
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